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The way consumers  shop for luxury is  changing

 
By SARAH JONES

More than 63 percent of retailers list payment security within their top three priorities for
2015, according to a new report by Boston Retail Partners.

While most retailers have been breached at least once, largely publicized data losses
within the past year have brought to light the need for further security procedures.
Establishing revamped systems can help prevent hackers from accessing client
information and help retailers retain consumers’ trust.

“To breach is to die. It is  a brand killer and CEOs will lose their jobs,” said Ken Morris,
principal at Boston Retail Partners, Boston. “Retailers are taking this risk seriously, as the
negative impact of a data breach can be massive in terms of financial costs and, more
importantly, the damaging affects on consumer perceptions and loyalty.

"Simply meeting PCI compliance standards is no longer sufficient to protect customer
data," he said. "Hackers have become increasingly sophisticated, requiring retailers to re-
analyze and revamp their current security protocols to adequately protect their customers
and their brand.
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"Retailers recognize the severity of this real risk and are making it a top priority for 2015."

For its 16th annual POS/Customer Engagement Benchmarking Survey, Boston Retail
Partners sent surveys to more than 500 leading North American retailers. The majority of
respondents represent specialty retail, and 58 percent of respondents have annual
sales of $1 billion or more.

Play it safe

Neiman Marcus had to work to fix security flaws that made a December 2013 credit
breach possible, but the extent of collateral damage done to its reputation was measured
in the following months.

Although the less than 1 million credit cards compromised at Neiman’s seemed minimal
compared to the potentially 110 million affected at Target, consumers
were understandably rattled and even outraged. If consumers feel that their credit identity
is at risk with every swipe at a major retailer, the damage could take years to mitigate (see
story).

Of the retailers surveyed, most felt either somewhat or completely confident in their data
security. However, hackers have become more sophisticated, calling for revised methods
that go beyond PCI Security Council standards.

According to the report, there will be a 650 percent increase in Europay, MasterCard and
Visa (EMV) this year. EMV calls for point of sale devices with chip reading technology,
allowing for further authentication of credit cards. This limits charges with illegally
reproduced cards.

MasterCard with chip

A deadline of October 2015 has been set for retailers to upgrade to EMV standards, after
which stores will be held responsible for fraudulent charges, rather than banks.

Encryption is also rising, with 45 percent expecting to add capabilities by October 2015.
Boston Retail Partners suggests having the encryption key stored within the bank rather
than in the retailer’s system for added security.
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About a third of respondents use tokenization, which turns credit card data into a token,
with the credit card number and other information unable to be gleaned.

Apple Pay

Mobile payments using Near Field Communication (NFC) present a risk, but many
technology providers are working to make transactions more secure. For instance, Apple
Pay provides retailers with unique device-specific tokens.

NFC is still in infancy, with only 10 percent of those surveyed with enabled terminals, but
35 percent anticipate supporting NFC payments by October. Bloomingdale's allows for
Apple Pay in-store.

Most retailers still use traditional POS systems, and augment with mobile POS. Mobile
implementation is growing, but at a rate slower than expected.

Barneys New York mobile POS

Beyond omnichannel

Technology has also made consumers more demanding of retailers, since they expect to
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be able to access inventory information, product listings and account information where
they want, when they want.

Due to these increasing demands for “real-time retail,” it also landed in the top three of
survey respondents’ priorities.

Real-time retail calls for a centralized POS system, compiling information within a data
center or the cloud. This allows retailers to access and disseminate data faster, as well as
speeding access to Web sites for both the brand and customers.

Centralizing data can help retailers achieve unified commerce, which goes a step beyond
connecting siloed channels in an omnichannel environment. Unified commerce
recognizes that consumers are multichannel shoppers, and connects the dots between
channels to provide a smooth purchase path.

"Boston Retail Partners defines real-time retail as delivering a seamless experience to
consumers, whenever, wherever, or however they choose by gathering, analyzing and
disseminating customer, product, pricing and inventory data across all channels all in
real-time," Mr. Morris said.

“The key enabler for real-time retail is  a unified commerce strategy that eliminates
individual channel silos of systems and data,” he said.  “A key tenet of unified commerce
is leveraging a single, centralized commerce platform which acts like a ‘glass pipeline’
combining point of sale, mobile, Web and clienteling to deliver a single shopping cart
and seamless customer experience.

"This platform is supported by middleware and a robust,redundant network. This
centralized platform is key to enabling real-time retail that can support instantaneous
transactions and real-time access to CRM, inventory and product information across the
enterprise.”

For instance, if a shopper was browsing a retailer’s Web site, when she visits a physical
store and opts-in, a store associate should be able to look up her abandoned cart and help
her locate and purchase the item in-store.

Neiman Marcus' MyNM profile page
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A piece of the single commerce structure is order management solutions, which collect
all orders into one customer profile, so retailers can access their wish lists and purchase
behavior regardless of channel.

Implementation of OMS systems is expected to increase by 250 percent over the next three
years.

Improving customer service is one of the key challenges for retailers this year, but
implementing technology can help better serve shoppers.

Part of this is being able to identify who a consumer is when they are in-store. A growing
percentage of retailers can achieve this, but it often happens at the checkout, where sales
associates cannot make as much of an impact on purchase decisions.

Increasingly, retailers are sharing customer information with associates, so they can
better personalize the in-store experience. With this data, they can give rewards based on
past shopping history or suggest items that match what the consumers is likely looking for.

Dior sales associate

Virtual closets, currently being used by 3 percent of respondents, are another way for
associates to better serve customers, since they can more easily visualize pairings with
existing pieces in a client’s wardrobe.

For instance, Rent the Runway's showroom in Henri Bendel’s New York flagship store
provides consumers with a guided and efficient way to find the right outfit.

Personal stylists, or Go-To Girls, will be able to view the style profile created by a
customer online prior to appointments to learn about their client. The stylists will provide
one-on-one consultation while customers try on dresses and search for an outfit.

Each fitting room contains a scanner and iPad so that stylists can upload dresses to a
customer’s “virtual closet.” Notes can be added to each dress in the virtual closet and the
closet can be viewed at any time (see story).
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Personalization can also carry over to the receipt, which 70 percent of retailers plan to
implement in the next three years.

Enabling unified commerce in-store, retailers may want to think about upgrading their
existing wireless networks and POS devices, which may at this point be out of date.

"With an omnichannel approach, retailers are integrating channels and the customer
experience, but from a standpoint of still operating in separate silos and utilizing
disparate technologies across channels," Mr. Morris said. "Unified commerce eliminates
individual channel silos and offers a holistic customer experience across all customer
touch points, and solves the omnichannel integration challenges by leveraging a single
platform.

“The benefit of unified commerce is a single version of the truth that is assessable across
all channels and enterprise-wide in real-time," he said. "It is  the only way to truly deliver
the real-time, seamless shopping experience consumers want."

Final Take
Sarah Jones, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York
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